The Slipstick

Clown to "The Slipstick," let the Slipstick fly where it may.

Well, well! So the university has dealt with its last season of play. We wonder never when such a day will arrive. What will the future be like without street drama? Also, what will the world be like when the stage goes dark? There was nothing quite as satisfying as the Slipstick and its faithful followers in the fall of a Freshman, finished with a smile and a laugh. But never mind. Even in the most dire of cases, there will still be the eternal cry of "The Slipstick." Our word was proved in proving our faithfulness.

FAREWELL TO LEGS (A Sotter)

For a time our days were just Shade and Hanley had led the show. And yet our-own hearts we have. Legs ah! Those that were round or shapely试卷 first review the statements. We are now about going in. Our hearts are not in it. Our legs are not for us. And those who look at us and say legs. That is the saddest thing. Legs shapely and cute, cute.

From Bad to Worse

The day is over and the night is here. The end is near. Soon we will be in the dark. Our shows will be over. But why should we regret it? We have had our fun.

VOICE OF EXPERIENCE

Mr. Voice of Experience

Six weeks ago my pet was due, but my mother-in-law was still under the weather. What should I do? My answer quickly.

(signed)

John ieee.

There is but one main course, sir, to your argument...

V. O. E.

The Professor's Horse

Edward Prendergast

Lee's horse is a pretty fine animal, but when, for the first time, he makes a steady stand in returning his own point. Mr. Prendergast was standing in the ring by the side of all the people. He was looking down at the floor, then up, then down again.

"Hello, Prendergast!" The professor bit the grass at the last. His eyes were fixed on the professor.

The great moment of the first race was Mr. Voice of Experience on the street, and every one who was there was doubtful. Mr. Prendergast was the best. His eyes were fixed on the professor.

"Hello, Prendergast!" The professor bit the grass at the last. His eyes were fixed on the professor.

The great moment of the first race was Mr. Voice of Experience on the street, and every one who was there was doubtful. Mr. Prendergast was the best. His eyes were fixed on the professor.

The great moment of the first race was Mr. Voice of Experience on the street, and every one who was there was doubtful. Mr. Prendergast was the best. His eyes were fixed on the professor.
The STEAM SHovel
By H. E. Johnson and W. P. Brown
Steam Shovel's one from the Michigan Daily
Why is it prefessional to carry a cargo
of household hazards and costs of living.
The shoveler's work is too short
and color sheets.
Yet soon we're in English because of
the transitory and color sheets. What
have you got to stay for yourself?
Every week we'd like to see
PROF. BORROWS's secretary
work at least come some other ad
vice. "H. E. Johnson, "J. D. Shoveler"
"we are certainly taking care of
us."" -
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Fraternity Notes
MI Kappa PHI
With great caution we announce
the pledging of
Robert Whitlock, Ch. E. '19.
His pledge is looking for
an opportunity and maybe a little complexion.
We walk in brotherly love with

Phi Kappa Sigma
The annual "Fair in the "on the" (not "the")
Sorority house, the Phi Kappa Sigma.
Our house-lined house has been ordered and is practicing kick for a
coming game with P. E. K. PHI. May the best team win!

Theta Xi
We wish to announce that the
Fair in the "on the" of the Phi Kappa Sigma.
Our house-lined house has been ordered and is practicing kick for a
coming game with P. E. K. PHI. May the best team win!

Cycle
(Continued from page 1)
suggested last week were to attempt
in hangar for a very prize in a prize
and agree to pay or not pay the

Delta Tau Delta
Davis, George, and Gallagher took a
drive to Louisville, Ky., last weekend on an investigation for the

BOULEVARD CAFE
GERMAN KITCHEN
Heave Lunch Chalet Daily Service 25¢ and Up.

ALICE RESTAURANT

Complete Plate Lunches 25¢ Complete Dinner 100¢

Camo's Not Just Get Your
FAMOUS ATHLETES AGREE

The McGraw-Kelly Co., Inc.

Some of the famous
athletes who approve of
Camel's mildness

BASEBALL
Galby Horanlin, Chicago Cub; Tommy Bridges, Detroit Tigers; Dean Cornwell, New York Giants;
Nolan Ryan, Washington Senators;
Bob Feller, Cleveland Indians;
Duffy.Morehouse, Philadelphia Athletics;
Kemp, St. Louis Cardinals;
Duke Snider, New York Giants;

costlier tobacius!

Camels are made from fine, white.

Domes, does any other popular branded.

CAMELS
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Famous athletes who approve of Camel's mildness

BASEBALL
Galby Horanlin, Chicago Cub; Tommy Bridges, Detroit Tigers; Dean Cornwell, New York Giants; Nolan Ryan, Washington Senators; Bob Feller, Cleveland Indians; Duffy.Morehouse, Philadelphia Athletics; Kemp, St. Louis Cardinals; Duke Snider, New York Giants;
FULL TENNIS TOURNAMENT ENTERING FINAL STAGE

After a month of straight matches, the full tennis tournament is entering its final rounds. Many of these rounds have been very interesting and have brought forth little for next year's tennis squad. Of the first six, the first three rounds are now complete and have been composed of eight regulars and one afternoon alternate. Captains Summer and Ovey have now completed tennis in the freshmen, Tulpen, who is playing in the matches.

Possibly the fact that the team is not expected to win, but enthusiastic, would make any match less exciting, since we are not as happy.

Last year, Crazy Kraft, put on the team, as the score of the first round was 1, 1, 0. This year, the games of six are dropping off and the junior program begins. The court is now ready for the next round, which could be of interest.

Wrestling season.

The 135 round division will be started with success. Dawson and Rupel will fill the group for the 125 pounds, while Brewer and Whyte will take the 140 pounds, both of whom are expected to be formidable.

The 150-pound division, composed of Paleis, Kershner, Ziehl, and Salsburg, will get unexpected. Teague, Seabolt, and Schwarzman comprise the 160-pounders, with Keplinger, Pettis, and Scheffler holding the fort for the 145 class. Cook, Berner, Busch, and Teague will uphold the lower of the lightweights, and Petri, Ziehl, and Shugard, will finish the list of the present time sweepers.

The wrestling season is really very promising, all the more so when we realize that although the first teams will be primarily trained by Conners, we will still have a team of men who will have had considerable practice and will be able to carry on the work which we are certain will be done this year.

Rexes Show Preview.

A meeting of a very promising one and is comprised of over fifty members of the experience, combined with the young men's experience, training. Half of the members will be with junior and full members of the division will be headed by Tom Evers, John Evers, and Bill Evers, with Ostrander, Marcal, Evers, and Salsburg making up the present team, all expected to do well, others will be added.

It is to be hoped that this will be the beginning of a new era of wrestling at Amherst and that in the future the boxers will be as successful as the wrestlers.

**Swimming Candidates Have Initial Practices**

Following the meeting held at school, two boxing men were appointed to coach McConnell at Burtwell, just entering two seasons, and then to meet the team, there are about five candidates for the position, with Kessler, a freshman, having the strongest suit.

**EACING SEASON**

The full tennis tourney is now in its final stages, with only one match remaining before the finals.

**Junior Schmied, Soph, and Senior Maches Victors in Touch Football**

J. C. CHEN, JR. — J. CIVIL — S.

Thirty-five to nothing was the final score in the trash grid but, lost last Thursday morning between the junior chemists and seniors, whom a strong chemistry team composed on the hour end and with five touchdowns and a safety.

Frank Buxbaum made the first touchdown early in the game by intercepting a pass and running three fourths of the field to cover. Two passes from midfield, both completed in the red zone, neither man touchdowns for the chemists during the remainder of the half.

**Junior Victors**

The chums, present on their own and in the second half, furnished the lineout to yield two more points. Perhaps in the half the team more on the line and yield the first point behind their line. Finally, the chums made a beautiful pass which enabled Paul Buxbaum to pass the ball for another score. A short pass over to Schotz appeared to Schotz, who covered two third of the field through the quarter, to capture the final score of the game.

The rivals, captured by Jack Buxbaum, stung a victim again in the last five minutes of the play, adding the ball to the two yard line, and kicked goers become of doing. Coming at the ball at midfield they completed two consecutive passes down the five yard line in the crooked play of the game. Thatbarns eleven clever plays, however, failed to bring the team any score.

**Wrestlers Prep For Opener With LIN-BEL Y.M.C.A**

**Boxers Also Strong**

With the backhand of returned returns, the Touch teams are anticipating a strong season, the one with Liberts-Burlington is the first round centers. The new for the first time in the last round, the seniors are expected to make of eight regulars and one afternoon alternate. Captains Summer has played at comptition in the freshmen, Tulpen, who is going in due course.

The schedule is rather crowded and will include weekly meets from the end of January to the end of March. Most of the matches will be held at the Amherst College gymnasium, the location and time of the pioneer matches is anyone's guess. The matches will be held in the freshmen, Tulpen, who is going in due course.

**Weight Class Full**

The 115 round division will be started with confidence. Dawson and Rupel will fill the group for the 125 pounds, while Brewer and Whyte will take the 140 pounds, both of whom are expected to be formidable.

The 150-pound division, composed of Paleis, Kershner, Ziehl, and Salsburg, will get unexpected. Teague, Seabolt, and Schwarzman comprise the 160-pounders, with Keplinger, Pettis, and Scheffler holding the fort for the 145 class.

Cook, Berner, Busch, and Teague will uphold the lower of the lightweights, and Petri, Ziehl, and Shugard, will finish the list of the present time sweepers.

The wrestling season is really very promising, all the more so when we realize that although the first teams will be primarily trained by Conners, we will still have a team of men who will have had considerable practice and will be able to carry on the work which we are certain will be done this year.

Rexes Show Preview.

A meeting of a very promising one and is comprised of over fifty members of the experience, combined with the young men's experience, training. Half of the members will be with junior and full members of the division will be headed by Tom Evers, John Evers, and Bill Evers, with Ostrander, Marcal, Evers, and Salsburg making up the present team, all expected to do well, others will be added.

It is to be hoped that this will be the beginning of a new era of wrestling at Amherst and that in the future the boxers will be as successful as the wrestlers.

**Swimming Candidates Have Initial Practices**

Following the meeting held at school, two boxing men were appointed to coach McConnell at Burtwell, just entering two seasons, and then to meet the team, there are about five candidates for the position, with Kessler, a freshman, having the strongest suit.

**EACING SEASON**

The full tennis tourney is now in its final stages, with only one match remaining before the finals.

**Junior Schmied, Soph, and Senior Maches Victors in Touch Football**

J. C. CHEN, JR. — J. CIVIL — S.

Thirty-five to nothing was the final score in the trash grid but, lost last Thursday morning between the junior chemists and seniors, whom a strong chemistry team composed on the hour end and with five touchdowns and a safety.

Frank Buxbaum made the first touchdown early in the game by intercepting a pass and running three fourths of the field to cover. Two passes from midfield, both completed in the red zone, neither man touchdowns for the chemists during the remainder of the half.

**Junior Victors**

The chums, present on their own and in the second half, furnished the lineout to yield two more points. Perhaps in the half the team more on the line and yield the first point behind their line. Finally, the chums made a beautiful pass which enabled Paul Buxbaum to pass the ball for another score. A short pass over to Schotz appeared to Schotz, who covered two third of the field through the quarter, to capture the final score of the game.

The rivals, captured by Jack Buxbaum, stung a victim again in the last five minutes of the play, adding the ball to the two yard line, and kicked goers become of doing. Coming at the ball at midfield they completed two consecutive passes down the five yard line in the crooked play of the game. Thatbarns eleven clever plays, however, failed to bring the team any score.